Olds Detachment - Weekly Crime Report - 2015-11-06
2015-10-31
Male youth stole an Ipad and Xbox from Olds Library shortly after 1 pm. Airdrie Detachment arrested
subject on an unrelated matter and recovered the property. Youth has been charged for two counts of
Theft under $5000.00 and 2 counts of Mischief.
RCMP assisted Olds Protective Services officer on a vehicle stop. Driver was operating a vehicle that was
stolen from Panoka. Charges are pending on a 22 year old man from Red Deer.
2015-11-01
A rural residence on Highway 791 had a garage, trailer, sheds, broken into with an attempted entry to
the house. A wallet, fuel syphoned from a lawnmower, a bag of tools from garage were attempted to
be stolen when the culprits were caught by the property owner's parents who were driving by. Parents
confronted both suspects who said they were looking for fuel. Police attended and arrested subjects.
Charged are a 30 year old Rockyview County man, Cody Schable and, a 23 year old female from Calgary,
Jasmine Scott. Schable and Scott are each charged with 2 counts of Break and Enter, Theft under
$5000.00 and Possession of Property Obtained by Crime under $5000.00. Scott
At about 6 PM a black 2006 Grand Prix was stolen from the parking lot at Tedd's Food Mart. The vehicle
was unlocked at the time of the theft.
On 2015-11-03 the vehicle was recovered in Lacombe.
2015-11-02
A motorist travelling to Calgary stopped to use the washroom at the roadside turnout in Bowden. The
witness noted the door to Foster's Concession was wide open on the building and damage to the door.
Police contacted the owner learning that the damage occurred between 9 AM and 4 PM. No property
was taken and no other damages discovered.
2015-11-03
At about 07:50 a tailgate was reported stolen overnight off of a Ford F250. Also stolen from another
location a license plate was stolen of another vehicle. That same day the tailgate was recovered during
an investigation in Sundre and charges were laid against two Red Deer men have been charged with
possession of property obtained by crime under $5000.00 on this and several other unrelated files.
At about 8:30 an off duty member noted what appeared to be a Caucasian male wearing a "Vendetta or
Anonymous-type" mask, black coat with hood and camouflage pants. The male was confronted
however did not identify himself to the member. Officers were called and attended the scene. The
male was identified, released without incident and cautioned against similar behaviour in future.
2015-11-04 and 05
RCMP member and administrative staff shared in showing their respects at several area school
Remembrance Day Ceremonies.
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